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COVID-19 – COUNCIL RESPONSE

Report of the Chief Executive & Corporate Directors 

Recommendation:

It is recommended that Cabinet notes the action taken by the Council in response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic including the revised Medium Term Financial Plan at 
Appendix 1.  

Summary

At the virtual meetings of Cabinet on 27 April 2020 and 21 May 2020 a report was 
presented providing Councillors with a summary of the actions that have been taken in 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. This report provides a further update to those 
reports. 

The Council is committed to ensuring that critical services continue to operate whilst also 
ensuring the health, safety and well-being of staff, Councillors and residents. 

Statutory Powers

Section 151 Local Government Act 1972

Coronavirus Act 2020
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Strategic Implications 

1. The Council is committed to ensuring that the work it does makes a real 
contribution to support the Borough’s communities and improve residents’ 
lives. There has been consistency in this regard to how the Council has 
responded to the COVID-19 outbreak. The health and wellbeing of those who 
live and work in the Borough, together with staff is the Council’s top priority. 
The Council has continued to work hard to provide as many services as 
possible while ensuring residents’ safety, in line with the latest advice from the 
government. 

Introduction

2. On 31 December 2019, the World Health Organisation (WHO) was informed 
of a cluster of cases of pneumonia of unknown cause detected in Wuhan, 
Hubei Province, China. 

3. On 12 January 2020 it was announced that a novel coronavirus had been 
identified in samples obtained from cases and that initial analysis of virus 
genetic sequences suggested that this was the cause of the outbreak. This 
virus is referred to as SARS-CoV-2, and the associated disease as COVID-19.

4. As of 12 June 2020, more than 7.6 million cases have been diagnosed 
globally, with over 424,000 fatalities. According to the Department of Health 
and Social Care, as of 9 am on 12 June, 6,434,713 tests have been carried 
out in the UK, of whom 292,905 people had tested positive. As of 5pm on 11 
June, of those tested positive for coronavirus in the UK, 41,481 have died. 
This figure includes deaths in all settings, not just hospitals. The Office for 
National Statistics has recorded a significant number of further deaths where 
Covid-19 is a suspected cause of death, and there have also been a higher 
than average number of deaths for this time of year (or ‘excess’ deaths) which 
includes those deaths where Covid-19 is not recorded on the death certificate. 

5. The Council has detailed business continuity arrangements which were 
quickly activated in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Reports detailing 
the Council’s response were provided to Cabinet at their virtual meetings on 
27 April 2020 and 21 May 2020 and to Audit & Resources Committee as their 
first virtual meeting on 26 May 2020.

COVID-19 Update 

6. There have been the following major events and announcements from the 
beginning of May 2020.

DATE EVENT

5 May The Isle of Wight trial of the new NHS tracing app started

11 May Hampshire Waste Recycling Centres reopened
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13 May Garden centres allowed to reopen

29 May Test and trace system launched in England

1 June Primary schools Years R,1 and 6 to open

Outdoor retail can open - markets, car showrooms

Social - Groups of up to six people can meet outdoors including 
private gardens whilst implementing the 2 meters social distancing 
measures.

Clinically extremely vulnerable people who are ‘shielding’ are 
advised they can meet one person (socially distanced) outdoors. 

8 June Foreign travel: all visitors to the UK must quarantine for 14 days 

Dental practices can reopen if they put in place appropriate safety 
measures. 

15 June Schools and colleges open for years 10 and 12

Non-essential retail Shops can reopen if they meet the “Covid 
secure” standard

Advice for ‘shielding’ people expected week commencing 15 June

30 June Local outbreak control plans to be in place

The Hampshire and Isle of Wight Local Resilience Forum (LRF) 
and National update

7. This is a statutory partnership created by the Civil Contingences Act 2004. 
The purpose of the LRF is to prepare, plan, respond and recover from major 
incidents within the geographic area. The LRF is chaired by the Chief 
Constable. In situations such as the COVID-19 virus, a full organisational 
structure is created, and Eastleigh Borough Council as a Category 1 provider 
is an important part of that structure along with the other district and unitary 
councils, the two County Councils, blue light services, Environment Agency 
and the NHS.

8. A Covid Alert System for England, run by a new Joint Biosecurity Centre, will 
be established. The Covid Alert Level is determined by R and the number of 
coronavirus cases: the lower the level the fewer lockdown-type measures will 
be in place. At the time of writing (1st June) the UK was “transitioning” from 
level four to level three with the start of easing restrictions from the beginning 
of the month. 
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9. Mobile testing stations are now operational across Hampshire including one at 
Stoneham Lane Football Complex in Eastleigh, the site owned by Eastleigh 
Borough Council and operated by Hampshire Football Association.  All 
members of the public can now be tested if they have symptoms of the virus. 
All testing is done by appointment only. (Staff and residents in older people’s 
care homes are now able to access testing even if they are not symptomatic.)

10. The NHS England Test and Trace system was launched on the 29 May 2020. 
People with symptoms must register for a test and if positive must then self-
isolate for a minimum of 7 days. They will then be contacted by an NHS tracer 
who will ask for details about their recent contacts. The definition of a recent 
contact is someone with whom you have been in contact for more than 15 
minutes at a distance of less than 1 metre in the 2 days prior to your 
symptoms starting. These individuals will then be contacted by the NHS and 
asked to self-isolate for 14 days. 

11. Local Outbreak Control Plans were announced by the Government on the 30 
May 2020. These require top tier authorities (with Public Health responsibilities 
e.g. Hampshire County Council) to set up a local system with plans that will 
focus on identifying and containing potential outbreaks in places such as 
workplaces, housing complexes, care homes and schools, ensuring testing 
capacity is deployed effectively and helping the most vulnerable in self-
isolation access essential services in their area. These plans need to be in 
place by the end of June. The borough and district councils will be an 
essential element of this plan especially using the traditional contact-tracing 
skills contained within Environmental Health teams. 

Council structure

12. The Council’s structure mirrors to an extent that of the LRF. The overall 
strategy is to ensure the Council can keep essential services running and 
continue to provide its services where practical for residents of the Borough. 
The work continues to be led by the Strategic Incident Management Team 
chaired by Natalie Wigman, Corporate Director Strategy and operationally 
managed by the Tactical group. The Strategic group is now meeting three 
times a week and the Tactical Response Team as needed. This reduction has 
occurred as the Council’s operations are running smoothly and the issues 
identified at the early stages of the pandemic have been resolved. 

13. The Recovery structure has now been established and mirrors that within the 
Local Resilience Forum and is led by a Recovery Coordinating Group.  In 
time, the Recovery Coordinating Group will take control from the Strategic 
Incident Management Group with the proviso if there is a second wave of the 
pandemic the Council may need to move back into full Response mode to 
deal accordingly. Neither the Council or the Local Resilience Forum has 
reached as yet the point of ending the Response stage and moving solely into 
Recovery. Currently both stages continue to run concurrently. 

Recovery Update 
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14. In a major incident (which COVID-19 is classified as) there are two main 
phases, the incident itself and the recovery phase. It is best practice to start 
the recovery phase whilst still in the incident to prepare for when the incident 
is over. Therefore, this work has now started both internally to EBC and as 
part of the Local Resilience Forum (LRF) that covers Hampshire and the Isle 
of Wight.  

15. It is important to note that the ‘incident’ may continue for a long time, 
potentially over 12 months in some form, so this will affect what ‘back to 
normal’ looks like and needs to be considered as part of the recovery work.

16. There are four stages to the Council’s recovery work:

 RESET – focusing on how the Council recovers and goes back to 
business as normal

 RECOVID – focusing on recovery in the community

 Resilience and Response – a review of how the Council managed the 
emergency

 Remember – celebrating the contributions of citizens who helped 
during the pandemic and remembering those that lost their lives

RESET Update

17. The scope of Project RESET’s eleven work streams has been agreed by the 
Recovery Co-ordinating Group. The priority workstream involves assessing 
the Council’s essential services and other services. The reintroduction of other 
services will only occur if health and safety requirements can be met and if so, 
there will then be an assessment of the service itself based on a business 
case. At this stage the other workstream leads are undertaking background 
work such as devising a staff survey and collating all of the Council’s projects 
and contracts for a prioritisation review.

18. Project RESET works alongside the Tactical Response Team as technically the 
Council is still in the response phase.

RECOVID Update

19. Similar to RESET, the scope for the six workstreams of the external recovery 
group, ‘RECOVID’, was agreed by the Recovery Coordinating Group on the 
2nd June. Each workstream is working on very differing timescales. For 
example, the economy and transport recovery programmes are very much in 
progress, working with local businesses as more businesses begin to reopen; 
as well as the town centres partial reopening on the 15th June and the 
implications for parking, pedestrians and public transport. Other workstreams 
are further behind and will begin to be picked up once a greater understanding 
of the impact of COVID-19 is realised and lockdown is further eased. Many 
local facilities, sporting and community organisations are yet to reopen, 
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awaiting guidance and confirmation from government and various governing 
bodies that it is safe to do so. 

20. The impact on health and wellbeing in the community will be significant; and 
will shape the direction of travel for local health interventions for years to 
come; however, initially this needs to be quantified with data at national, 
regional and local levels. Communication is ongoing with the regional ‘Local 
Resilience Forum’ (LRF) and CCG to ensure a joined up approach to 
collecting data, to prevent duplication and survey fatigue.

Resilience and Review, and Remember Updates

21. The Council will undertake a review of its response to COVID-19 once the 
‘incident’ phase has ended so there is nothing to update at this time.

22. Activities to celebrate and remember residents are in the early stages of being 
worked up, but this work will not have a significant focus until the ‘incident’ 
phase has ended as those both involved and affected will continue to grow as 
the virus continues. 

Reopening of High Streets and Non-Essential Shops

23. The ‘Reopening of High Streets Safely Fund’ was launched by the 
Government following its announcement that all non-essential shops were 
able to reopen from 15 June. Of this, the Council was awarded £118k to be 
allocated across a range of safety measures designed to allow shops to 
operate in a safe way, enabling people to return to work and customers to 
return to shops (see paragraph 54). The measures relate to so-called ‘Focal 
Zones’, areas of high footfall and other ‘pinch-points’ at which social distancing 
may be compromised. They allow for expenditure on areas including signage, 
street marking, barriers and marshalling within focal zones. 

24. The guidance issued by MHCLG also asked councils to consider 
implementing measures to build on the increase in active travel and reduction 
in car journeys, both of which have significant long-term benefits for health 
and the environment. This work has a longer-term focus due to the complexity 
and challenges involved.

25. Consequently, a project team was established to consider the impacts of this 
across the Borough. The two key issues were to implement measures in 
Eastleigh town, where a significant majority of the shops had remained closed 
and Local Centres, at which significantly more shops had opened, allowing 
sound intelligence to be gathered around observed behaviours. Several 
workstreams were developed to ensure a coordinated approach to this, given 
a timescale from announcement to implementation of three weeks.

26. These workstreams included, re-starting parking charges and enforcement, 
developing signage and communications materials, enhancing cleaning 
regimes (street cleansing, parking machines, door handles etc), retailer 
compliance with social distancing, reopening of public toilets, lining/road 
markings, stakeholder liaison and resourcing.     
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27. With regard to Eastleigh town centre, a Temporary Traffic Regulation Order 
(TTRO) has been made, enabling a number of changes to highways 
operations, most notably the closures to traffic of Market Street and High 
Street. The safety of shoppers and workers is always paramount, and this 
action will maximise the space to allow shoppers and pedestrians to interact 
safely, including safe queuing on the pavements with the highway used 
primarily for pedestrians. Cleary this will be a major change and the balance 
between public safety and economic need is clear, with the focus being on 
safety and the hope that this would encourage shoppers to return to a well-
managed and welcoming environment.

28. It is important to note that the TTRO provides the flexibility to amend these 
revised arrangements to respond to concerns as they arise. It will additionally 
provide an opportunity to evaluate a different shopping experience for 
Eastleigh town, with the absence of traffic providing a different ambience and 
the potential for more external engagement between business and the public.  

29. Using the insight of Local Area Managers and other staff, a list of borough-
wide locations was developed based on potential social distancing challenges. 
Local solutions were developed, underpinned by extensive monitoring activity 
and resourcing post 15 June, to ensure that the Council was able to react 
quickly and decisively to any problems, such as developing bespoke queuing 
arrangements for individual shops to maintain social distancing.

30. Key to the success of and at the heart of these initiatives, was the production 
of a range of posters, signs and shop stickers and floor markings. Some of 
these were installed by Council staff in Focal Zones whilst others were 
distributed directly to businesses. These provided important public safety 
messages and provided people with safety reminders at key points. Contact 
was also made with Parish Councils and some privately owned shopping 
centres, with the key focus being on working together to ensure public safety. 

Local Response Centre Update 

31. The Eastleigh Local Response Centre (LRC) continues to support many 
residents, ‘shielding’ them from the virus by helping them to stay at home 
while the virus is highly prevalent in the community.  These residents have 
specific health conditions that make them extremely clinically vulnerable to the 
virus.  The LRC also supports other vulnerable people who want or need to 
self-isolate, and increasingly residents who are in financial hardship and need 
to be referred to the Borough’s three foodbanks.  As the national Test and 
Trace system has now started, there will be a new group of people i.e. those 
who have been contact-traced and asked to isolate for 14 days. Tasks of the 
LRC include food shopping, prescription collection and remote social support.  
The LRC comprises the Council, One Community, and three community 
groups that carry out most of the activity ‘on the ground’: Chandler’s Ford 
Help, Eastleigh Community Aid and King’s Community Church.  There are 
also local neighbourhood organisations and town and parish councils who 
support people in their areas, and local voluntary organisations like MHA and 
Age Concern who have been playing a vital role continuing to support their 
clients.
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32. There are currently an estimated 4,100 people deemed to be ‘extremely 
vulnerable’ or ‘shielding’ in Eastleigh Borough, about half of whom have 
registered with the national ‘shielding’ system; the majority of ‘shielders’ are 
being supported by friends and family. Around 1000 people have registered 
and have requested the government’s centralised food parcels. Around 338 
‘extremely vulnerable’ people have contacted the Council or been referred by 
Hampshire County Council for local community support from the LRC.  The 
numbers of people deemed ‘extremely vulnerable’ is gradually changing as 
GPs and other NHS bodies identify more vulnerable patients.  Hampshire 
County Council continues to contact these people to check that their needs 
are being met and referring them for services as appropriate. Some people 
are removed from the Shielding category if NHS clinicians make this 
determination and advise the person; this does mean that they are no longer 
entitled to a free central government weekly food parcel, but they should not 
lose the online supermarket shopping priority status that attaches to 
shielders/former shielders.

33. At the start of June, the LRC organisations had helped over 1,400 residents, 
with multiple tasks (nearly 3,000 tasks in total) carried out for many of them. 
There were over 1,200 active volunteers and over 800 inactive volunteers. 
There are also over 1,600 people in Eastleigh registered as NHS Volunteers; 
some of these were already volunteering for one of the community groups and 
subsequently signed up with the national NHS volunteer scheme. Due to the 
timing of the NHS Volunteers scheme, there has been very little use of these 
volunteers; at 27 April only 42 referrals had been made to NHS volunteers in 
Eastleigh Borough – a rate that is typical of the rate of referrals nationally.

34. The LRC continues to work with the three foodbanks in the Borough, 
monitoring supply of food and demand (changing numbers of people in need 
of weekly food parcels).  The Council has been successful in assuring the 
supply of food to foodbanks in the form of donations from shoppers in many 
(13) of the supermarkets across the Borough. The Council’s Local Area 
Services team has ensured there are consistent collections of these donations 
and One Community now operate a food parcel delivery service for Eastleigh 
Basics Bank so that residents do not need to visit the shop in Wells Place. The 
Council is assisting foodbanks with increasing their site capacity to store and 
assemble food parcels.

35. In the run up to VE Day on 8 May the LRC supported the Borough’s care 
homes with nearly 1,000 residents and staff of around 40 care homes across 
the Borough, helped to join in the national event. The event highlighted the 
feeling in some care homes that they had been forgotten as part of the 
national response to the pandemic.  As a result, some of the LRC voluntary 
organisations (Chandlers Ford Help, One Community) have continued to be in 
contact with some care homes, sending cards, stories, pictures from children 
and cream tea supplies. The Council’s Arts and Culture team are also 
gathering stories and providing them to some care homes with a plan to roll 
this out more widely in future.  The Council is also considering other ways to 
improve physical and mental health of people who are needing to continue to 
isolate at home.  
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36. The LRC has taken a proactive approach to identify people who are 
vulnerable and ensure that the messages about the help available are getting 
through.  As well as a series of written and social media communications, 
Council staff have also been calling residents to check that they are aware of 
help available.  Over 1400 calls have been made (by staff unable to carry out 
their usual work) and 40 new referrals generated.  The calls also serve to 
remind people that if their existing forms of support fail them (e.g. due to family 
and friends going back to work, or contacts being traced and isolating) in the 
future, they are aware that they can get support from the Local Response 
Centre via the Council.  

37. Following the government announcements of less restrictive lockdown 
measures for non-shielding residents, the Council issued a news release 
advising of the LRC’s ongoing commitment to support those extremely 
vulnerable people who have to endure more restrictive lockdown measures for 
longer. 

Services Update

38. The Tactical Response Team (TRT) was formed to implement actions passed 
down from the Strategic Incident Management Team (SIMT) to ensure that 
services continue to operate. As the Council is starting to have a new “normal” 
the tactical response issues have reduced, and decisions are becoming more 
recovery and business focused. As a result the formal meetings have now 
stopped and the group (or individuals) meet to deal with specific issues. 

39. The TRT remains able to quickly identify resources that can support critical 
services and ensure that they continue to operate. Approximately 25 members 
of staff have been ‘redeployed’ to other areas to provide support. This process 
is constantly reviewed to ensure the Council remains prepared should there 
be a second peak.

40. The Council continues to closely monitor staff absence and although prepared 
for the worst, continues to find that through its quick action has had little staff 
sickness to date. However should there be further waves of the virus, the 
Council is in a strong position to continue delivering its critical services. 

41. The Council’s operational offices remain closed; however access is permitted 
to those staff with an essential need. The Council has a ‘Safe System of Work’ 
Policy and for health and safety access needs to be carefully controlled and is 
being kept under close review. 

42. The Council has now processed 1,195 business grant applications and paid 
over £15.8million in business grants to support local businesses. The 
application process for the recently approved Discretionary Grant Scheme is 
also running with over 1440 businesses already applied. The intention is to 
have these applications assessed and payment made by the end of June 
2020. The Council has joined with other Council’s in Hampshire to continue 
lobbying central Government for greater discretion to enable more businesses 
to be supported through this grant scheme.  
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43. The Council’s property portfolio will play a key role in stimulating economic 
recovery within the Borough.  Alongside working with internal users and 
external businesses to look at safe methods of returning to work, the Building 
Surveying Team have reviewed the repairs and renewals programme to 
ensure that it reflects the priorities arising from the pandemic. This is being 
further supported by a new role within the Economic Development Team, 
which is reflected the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) (Appendix 1).

Virtual Meetings 

44. The Council successfully held its first virtual democratic meeting, a meeting of 
the Cabinet, on 27 April 2020 using Microsoft Teams.  Further virtual meetings 
took place of Cabinet on 21 May and Audit and Resources Committee on the 
26 May.  The normal democratic cycle has been resumed virtually with Local 
Area and Scrutiny committees starting in June. 

Communication Update 

45. The Communications Strategy remains in response mode but as lockdown 
eases will shift towards recovery. The focus is on, reinforcing ‘stay alert’ 
messaging to maintain public safety; informing and supporting residents 
(particularly vulnerable groups); businesses and staff as restrictions are 
eased; and maintaining goodwill and community cohesion. 

46. The Council has tailored messaging for Borough residents and collaborated at 
LRF level to have a multi-organisational approach to campaign messaging. 
Key messages include: 

a. Stay alert – maintain social distancing, hand-washing etc. 
b. Celebrating the achievements of the community and council staff so far 
c. LRC here to help vulnerable people 
d. Supporting mental and physical health 
e. Advice and support for businesses 
f. Reducing fly tipping and littering 
g. Food safety 
h. Lessons learned for tackling the climate crisis 
i. Thanking volunteers during #VolunteersWeek 
j. NHS help us help you – open as usual  
k. Support for businesses  
 

47. The frequency of updates to managers has been reduced to three per 
week from daily (in addition to the regular weekly e-newsletter to all 
staff) to avoid information fatigue. Another vlog has been filmed by the Chief 
Executive, focusing on recovery. ‘Move it May’ was a campaign to encourage 
staff to take part in physical activity while raising money for charity through 
peer to peer challenges. The Council continues to provide Councillors with 
weekly COVID-19 updates as well as the usual fortnightly ‘Councillor update’.  
 

48. With non-essential shops due to reopen shortly, new ‘stay 
alert’ signage focusing on social distancing for Eastleigh Town Centre and 
other retail areas in the Borough is being prepared, based on UK government 
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guidelines. In addition, national and Council guidance has been shared with 
businesses to support a safe return to work for staff and customers of the 
shops soon to reopen (see paragraph 23 onwards). 
 

49. With most restrictions still in place for vulnerable groups, emails have been 
sent to existing and potential users of the LRC to reassure them that the 
Centre remains in place to support them, should they need it.  
 

50. Engagement with the Council’s digital platforms continues to grow at 
higher rate than usual during this period. During May, the Council Facebook 
page saw a record number of new followers (up 20%) and engagements 
(totally nearly 4,000 reactions, comments and shares). The number of users 
visiting the EBC website in May decreased slightly from April but is still 10% 
higher than in May 2019. 
 

51. Communications about the role the Council is playing in tackling the 
coronavirus continue to receive positive engagement. Stories about the 
actions of individual staff and teams, as well as statistics about the response 
overall, were some of the most engaged with social media posts. This helps to 
build goodwill towards to the Council, increasing compliance with messaging 
and community cohesion. Analysis suggests positive sentiment has 
increased significantly on both Facebook and Twitter during May, while 
negative sentiment has decreased throughout the period of the pandemic. 

  
Parish Councils

52. The Council is working closely with Parish Councils through this crisis and has 
been keeping them informed of all the action the Council is taking, passing on 
advice and information and supporting them where we can. The Local Area 
Managers are in weekly contact with the Parish Clerks. 

53. Parish Council colleagues are keeping the Council informed of the actions 
they are taking, and a coordinated response to the crisis is being given 
wherever possible to provide a consistent message to residents. 

Financial Implications

54. There continue to be significant financial implications arising from the COVID-
19 pandemic which need to be estimated and monitored. Whilst restrictions on 
normal life are slowly being eased and estimates are becoming more accurate 
it is not possible to be certain on the financial impact either on the Council or 
the wider community. Government grants to aid Councils to deal with the 
pandemic have for Eastleigh Borough Council totalled £1.5M to date.  These 
additional funds have been built into the Medium Term Financial Plan as 
remodelled in Appendix 1 and will help to mitigate costs and losses of income 
as mentioned in para 56.  

55. Cabinet will be aware that the Medium Term Financial Plan comes to this 
committee and then to Council each autumn.  Due to the unusual 
circumstances this year it is more appropriate to update on the emerging 
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financial position at each Cabinet meeting and therefore each future agenda 
will have an updated plan for consideration and approval.

56. Managers continue to update estimates of the impacts on their revenue and 
expenditure streams and are reporting changes to these estimates as they 
emerge.  Areas of potential impact currently include property, increasing bad 
debt provisions, loss of car parking income and loss of income at our cultural 
and country park venues. Several services have experienced a loss of 
income. The most significant cash flow impacts include deferrals of Council 
Tax payments, Business Rate payments and property rental income, however 
the cash-flow position generally is now returning to normal. Estimated impacts 
have been included within the revised Medium-Term Financial Plan.  The 
Council’s General Fund Reserve maintains a positive balance, albeit below 
our preferred £1M target in some years. However, the interest/property 
reserve will be used to mitigate this position if necessary.

57. Included within the current version of the MTFP is the Central Government 
allocation of £118,000 to support the reopening of Town and Local Centres. 
This funding has been allocated to the Town Centre Recovery Team who are 
leading this element of the Recovery project. The first claim for Furloughed 
workers has also been paid with £45,000 being received. 

58. The Asset Management Team are working with tenants to understand 
business pressures and assess future rental issues. It is hoped that by offering 
rental payment plans this will ensure the receipt of rental income in the longer 
term when businesses recover.  Should there be longer term financial impacts, 
these can initially be offset by bad debt provision and void reserves which total 
£3.4M.  There are also other property reserves of £1.6M and the New Homes 
Bonus could be drawn upon, to be repaid from future income.  Currently there 
are no significant property portfolio concerns to bring to the attention of 
Cabinet.  

Risk Assessment

59. To ensure that risks are appropriately mitigated, a separate COVID-19 specific 
Risk Register has been developed and continues to be kept under regular 
review by the Strategic Incident Management Team. Officers are also 
reviewing and updating their Operational Risk Registers.

60. The Strategic Risk Management Group met on 14 May 2020 and a copy of the 
COVID-19 Risk Register was presented and discussed. This item will be a 
standing agenda item for future meetings.

Equality and Diversity Implications

61. This report does not require a decision and therefore The Equality Act is not 
relevant.  However, Cabinet should be aware that although decisions have 
been taken during this crisis, the majority have been made with vulnerable and 
disadvantaged people in mind.
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62. In particular, the introduction of the Local Response Centre, the continued 
service provision for all critical services and the distribution of the hardship 
grant alongside agreed payment arrangements demonstrate the Council’s 
commitment to equality and diversity and meeting the Council’s corporate 
objective of Tackling Deprivation.

 
Climate Change and Environmental Implications

63. This report does not require a decision and therefore there are no proposals to 
assess with regard to Climate Change and Environmental Implications.

Conclusion

64. This report has been prepared to provide Councillors with details of how the 
Council continues to respond to the COVID-19 outbreak and is taking positive 
steps to:

 ensure that the Council continues to deliver critical services to residents;

 safeguard staff and residents;

 support businesses and the local economy during the pandemic. 

NICK TUSTIAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Date: 11 June 2020
Contact Officer: Nick Tustian
Tel No: 02380 688100
e-mail: nick.tustian@eastleigh.gov.uk
Appendices Attached: 1

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - SECTION 100D

The following is a list of documents which disclose facts or matters on which this 
report or an important part of it is based and have been relied upon to a material 
extent in the preparation of this report. This list does not include any published works 
or documents which would disclose exempt or confidential information.

None


